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Abstract—The demand for adequate image quality with low radiation doses for patients has greatly increased. This is especially true in the case of position verification in radiotherapy which requires a high number of images per patient. This study presents a physical characterisation of a new clinical detector based on a thick layer of structured Thallium activated Cesium Iodide. We made a critical appraisal of its performance for the first time and determined its detective quantum efficiency (DQE) by acquiring the pre-sampling modulation transfer function and normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS). The investigation was conducted with the application of three x-ray beam qualities in compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC 62220-1:2003) standard. The spatial resolution and NNPS results led to relatively high DQE values at all energies: DQEs (0.5) were 0.46 for RQA3, 0.52-0.56 for RQA5 and 0.55-0.59 for RQA7. For CBCT applications, Lassena showed very promising results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital detectors have gained widespread use in clinical applications. This is due to their high degree of performance and accuracy. The detector under investigation which is referred to as “Lassena” is a wafer scale complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) active pixel-based sensor. It is coupled to 1000 μm Thallium activated Cesium Iodide (CsI (TI)) [1, 2]. The detector consists of two sensors which are stitched together. Each sensor has an active area of 12 × 14 cm² with an effective resolution of 2786×2400 pixels and a pitch of 50 μm. This detector was designed for general radiographic imaging and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) applications. These play an essential role in image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) and adaptive radiotherapy (ART) aspects [3]. Our aim was to critically appraise the detector’s performance in order to assess its image quality in terms of physical figures of merit for CBCT applications.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The characterisation was achieved at University College London (UCL) laboratory with the x-ray source (HS-MP1, Ago x-ray limited, England) having a focal spot of 1 mm, and a tungsten target with aluminium filtration. The measurements were accomplished with three different standard beam conditions: RQA3 (50 kV), RQA5 (70 kV) and RQA7 (90 kV) as RAQ3 was suitable for paediatric extremities imaging, while RQA5 was applicable for adult extremity radiography and RQA7 is commonly employed for CBCT imaging. The test geometry was compliant with International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC 62220-1:2003) standard. The detector was placed at a distance of 150 cm from the x-ray source. This was to ensure beam uniformity on the detector surface. The half value layer (HVL) had been measured to determine the beam energy required for measurements [4]. The uncertainty was calculated by repeating the measurements three times.

A. Normalised Noise Power Spectrum (NNPS) Determination:

The NNPS determines the noise in detector response. 30 dark and 30 bright images (across a range of tube currents 1-8mA for 54kV, 1-4mA for 74kV and 1-3mA for 92kV) were acquired below the saturation level. A second-order polynomial fit was applied to correct the beam non-uniformity. The NNPS analysis was conducted according to the IEC protocol by dividing an image into a number of squares referred to as regions of interest (ROIs). Each of these measured 256 × 256 pixels with overlapping of 128 pixels. The NNPS was acquired as a function of spatial frequency by applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [2] using the following equation:

\[
\text{NNPS}(u,v) = \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{N_x N_y} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \left| \text{FFT} \left( I(x_i, y_i) - S(x_i, y_i) \right) \right|^2
\]

Where u and v are the spatial frequencies reflecting x and y, Δx and Δy express the ROI size in x and y directions, Nx and Ny express the ROIs number which is used in averaging and S(x,y) and I(x,y) are the fitted 2D function and corrected flat field image respectively. The NNPS is obtained by dividing NPS by (large area signal)² which corresponds to the mean digital number (DN) in the image for each dose obtained from STP.

B. Pre-sampling Modulation Transfer Function (pMTF) Determination:

The pMTF expresses the spatial resolution in terms of contrast variations in the spatial frequency domain. This was measured by means of the polished edge of tungsten (test device) attached directly to the digital detector approximately along the rows to measure the vertical pMTF by capturing 30 images at the highest current before saturation for each RQA to decrease the statistical noise. Afterwards, the test device was rotated 90° clockwise with the aim of measuring the horizontal pMTF. This was obtained in the frequency domain by the modulus of the FFT of the line spread function (LSF) which is the derivative of edge spread function (ESF) extracted from the edge images [2]. The pMTF values were calculated from zero to the Nyquist frequency and the pMTF at zero was normalised to one.

C. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) Measurement:

The DQE determines the ability of an imaging system to transfer the input x-ray signal to an image. It was computed using the following equation:

\[
\text{DQE}(f) = \frac{\text{SNR}_{\text{out}}^2}{\text{SNR}_{\text{in}}} = \frac{\text{pMTF}^2(f)}{\int \text{pMTF}(f) \text{NNPS(f)} df}
\]

Where SNRout is the signal-to-noise ratio of the output signal on the image. It can be measured from the acquired images by
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DQE (0.5) values are around 0.46 for all doses for RQA3 and became less exposure dependent as illustrated in Fig. 1. This reduction is due to the intensification of the signal resulting from a high number of photons interacting with the scintillator. Therefore, the absorption efficiency increases. This finding implies that NNPS is heavily dependent on exposure. Lassena was compared to other available CBCTs on the market. The results are illustrated in table 1 [8-12]. It is apparent that Lassena has the lowest noise due to the thick scintillator.

B. Pre-sampling Modulation Transfer Function (pMTF): Generally, the resolution of the imaging system degraded as a function of frequency. It was also found that the pMTFs are independent of the beam quality within the investigated range. However, increasing the radiation energy slightly improved the resolution at low frequencies between 1 and 3 line pairs per millimetre (lp/mm) due to higher absorption depth which limited the spread of the scintillation photons at generated by the higher energy x-rays. The pMTF reaches 50% at 0.9, 1.08 and 1.1 lp/mm for 54, 74 and 92 kV beam qualities respectively (Fig.2). It is known that the frequency corresponding to 10% MTF describes the limiting resolution of a system and it is around 3 lp/mm for all three beam qualities. In general radiology, the adequate limiting resolution for a detector ranges between 3 and 5 lp/mm [13]. As a result, the detector under investigation has a sufficient imaging resolution. Looking at table 1 for detectors comparison, it is particularly notable that Lassena has the highest limiting resolution which is 3 lp/mm due to the small pixel size.

C. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE): Ideally, detectors should have DQE of unity at all spatial frequencies. However, in reality, the DQEs of three radiation energies declined as a function of frequency. This is the case for all radiation detectors. On the other hand, DQEs escalated when the pMTFs are independent of the beam quality within the investigated range. However, increasing the radiation energy slightly improved the resolution at low frequencies between 1 and 3 line pairs per millimetre (lp/mm) due to higher absorption depth which limited the spread of the scintillation photons at generated by the higher energy x-rays. The pMTF reaches 50% at 0.9, 1.08 and 1.1 lp/mm for 54, 74 and 92 kV beam qualities respectively (Fig.2). It is known that the frequency corresponding to 10% MTF describes the limiting resolution of a system and it is around 3 lp/mm for all three beam qualities. In general radiology, the adequate limiting resolution for a detector ranges between 3 and 5 lp/mm [13]. As a result, the detector under investigation has a sufficient imaging resolution. Looking at table 1 for detectors comparison, it is particularly notable that Lassena has the highest limiting resolution which is 3 lp/mm due to the small pixel size.

The main aim of this collaborative project was to achieve a characterisation of the detector performance for the first time over a range of radiation energies and currents to determine its image quality. The DQEs were quantified at three radiation beam qualities recommended by the IEC standard. The spatial resolution and NNPS results led to relatively high DQE values at all energies: DQEs (0.5) were 0.46 for RQA3, 0.52-0.56 for RQA5 and 0.55-0.59 for RQA7. For CBCT applications, Lassena showed very promising results.
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